U.S. Aid Cut Will Not Impact Afghan Sectors: President Ghani

KABUL - Afghan President Mohammad Ashraf Ghani said on Tuesday that a $1 billion-U.S. dollar reduction in economic aid to Afghanistan would not have an impact on the country’s key sectors and departments.

"Government has always had plans for prudential circumstances. We had also basic plans for the unexpected situations," Ghani said in a televised speech.

"I can assure you that the reduction in U.S. assistance will not have direct impact on our departments and sectors. We will free the vacuum with the help of alternative resources," he said.

On Feb. 18, the Afghan election commission declared Ghani winner of the presidential election nearly five months after the voting, but his rival Abdullah Abdullah disputed the result.

Both Ghani and Abdullah took oath as president of Afghanistan on March 9. After talks with Afghan leaders during a visit to Afghanistan on Monday, U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said the United States is reducing assistance by 1 billion U.S. dollars to Afghanistan this year due to the Afghan government’s failure to form an inclusive government.

During the meetings in Kabul, Pompeo reportedly failed to make compromise between Ghani and Abdullah to form a unity government. However, Ghani noted that the United States did not suspend its assistance to Afghanistan but had made providing the assistance conditional.

"We will continue our efforts to resolve the issue through negotiations," Ghani said.

Following his meeting with Afghan leaders in Kabul on Monday, Pompeo had a brief stay in Dubai, Qatar, where he met with the Qatari Foreign minister. The Ministry of Public Health has so far recorded 42 positive cases of coronavirus across Afghanistan. Meanwhile, Afghanistan also showed that the disease could spread among 80 percent of the population of Afghanistan.

Ms. Pompeo further added that the United States did not suspend its assistance to Afghanistan but had made providing the assistance conditional.

The Afghan health minister added that the United States did not suspend its assistance to Afghanistan but had made providing the assistance conditional.
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Request for Bids
Goods
(One-Envelope Bidding Process)

Publish Date: 25 Mar 2020

Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Ministry of Finance
Fiscal Performance Improvement Support System (FSP)
Project ID: P109655
Grand No: D250-30

ITT Equipment for Pension MIS Roll-Out

The Islamic Republic of Afghanistan has received financing from the World Bank toward the cost of the Fiscal Performance Improvement Support System (FSP) and intends to apply part of the proceeds toward payments under the contract ITT Equipment for Pension MIS Roll-Out of Ministry of Finance.

1. Bidding will be conducted through National Competitive Bidding (NCB) using a Request for Bids (RFB) as specified in the World Bank’s “Procurement Regulations for IPF Bidders” July 2010 edition (“Procurement Regulations”), and is open to all eligible Bidders as defined in the Procurement Regulations.

2. Interested eligible Bidders may obtain further information from Ministry of Finance Procurement Directorate, Mr. Nasoor Wahedi, n.wahedi@mof.gov.af, and inspect the bidding document during office hours 8:00 to 16:00 Kabul Time at the address given below.

3. Bids must be delivered to the address below on or before 26/April/2020 at 10:00 A.M Kabul Time.

4. All Bids must be accompanied by a Bid Security of: US$ 2,000 (Two Thousands US Dollar)

5. Financial Capability: The Bidder shall furnish documentary evidence that it meets the following financial requirement(s):

- Annual turnover for any one year during past five years: Not Applicable
- Statement: Liquid Asset: The Bidder shall provide Bank’s Documentary Evidence with amount of: US$ 15,000.00 (Fifteen Thousand US Dollar)
- Experience: The Bidder shall furnish documentary evidence to demonstrate that it has executed and meets the following experience requirement(s):
- The Bidder shall furnish documentary evidence to demonstrate that it has executed and meets the following experience requirement(s):

   - The Bidder shall have satisfactorily completed at least one contract for supply of similar goods in the preceding one of the five years of: Not Applicable

6. A complete set of Bidding Documents in English may be obtained by interested bidders on the submission of a written Application to the address below: 2nd Floor, Procurement Directorate, Ministry of Finance, Pashtoonistan Watt, Kabul, Afghanistan.

7. The address (as) referred to above is (are):

Procurement Directorate of Ministry of Finance
Contact Name: Mr. Nasoor Wahedi Procurement Officer
Address: Procurement Unit, Second Floor, Pashtoonistan Building, Ministry of Finance, Pashtoonistan Watt, Kabul, Afghanistan
Telephone: 0093 (799) 005019
Email Address: mof.mofprocurement@gmail.com
Website: www.mof.gov.af

Abdul Hadi "Ghaflait"
Procurement Director
Ministry of Finance

Coronavirus Could Kill 110,000 People in Afghananistan, Warns Public Health Minister

KABUL - The Minister of Public Health Ferozuddin Feroz has warned that the coronavirus (COVID-19) could kill 110,000 people amid growing positive cases across the country.

Speaking to reporters in Kabul city, Feroz said the estimates also show that the disease could spread among 80 percent of the population of Afghanistan.

The Ministry of Public Health has so far recorded 42 positive cases of coronavirus across Afghanistan. Meanwhile, Afghanistan also showed that the disease could spread among 80 percent of the population of Afghanistan.
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Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Ministry of Finance
Fiscal Performance Improvement Support System (FSP)
Project ID: P109655
Grand No: D250-30

Software: 2 SQL Services & 3 Windows Operation System | for PMIS Roll-Out

The Islamic Republic of Afghanistan has received financing from the World Bank toward the cost of the Fiscal Performance Improvement Support System (FSP) and intends to apply part of the proceeds toward payments under the contract Software: 2 SQL Services & 3 Windows Operation System | for PMIS Roll-Out of Ministry of Finance.

1. The Ministry of Finance reserves the right to award contract from eligible Bidders for "Software: 2 SQL Services & 3 Windows Operation System | for PMIS Roll-Out"

2. Bidding will be conducted through National Competitive Bidding (NCB) using a Request for Bids (RFB) as specified in the World Bank’s “Procurement Regulations for IPF Bidders” July 2010 edition (“Procurement Regulations”), and is open to all eligible Bidders as defined in the Procurement Regulations.

3. Interested eligible Bidders may obtain further information from Ministry of Finance Procurement Directorate, Mr. Nasoor Wahedi, n.wahedi@mof.gov.af, and inspect the bidding document during office hours 8:00 to 16:00 Kabul Time at the address given below.

4. Bids must be delivered to the address below on or before 27/April/2020 at 10:00 A.M Kabul Time.

5. Financial Capability: The Bidder shall furnish documentary evidence that it meets the following financial requirement(s):

- Annual turnover for any one year during past five years: Not Applicable
- Statement: Liquid Asset: The Bidder shall provide Bank’s Documentary Evidence with amount of: US$ 2,000.00 (Two Thousands US Dollar)
- Experience: The Bidder shall furnish documentary evidence to demonstrate that it has executed and meets the following experience requirement(s):
- The Bidder shall have satisfactorily completed at least one contract for supply of similar goods in the preceding one of the five years of: Not Applicable

6. A complete set of Bidding Documents in English may be obtained by interested bidders on the submission of a written Application to the address below: 2nd Floor, Procurement Directorate, Ministry of Finance, Pashtoonistan Watt, Kabul, Afghanistan.

7. The address (as) referred to above is (are):

Procurement Directorate of Ministry of Finance
Contact Name: Mr. Nasoor Wahedi Procurement Officer
Address: Procurement Unit, Second Floor, Pashtoonistan Building, Ministry of Finance, Pashtoonistan Watt, Kabul, Afghanistan
Telephone: 0093 (799) 005019
Email Address: mof.mofprocurement@gmail.com
Website: www.mof.gov.af

Abdul Hadi "Ghaflait"
Procurement Director
Ministry of Finance
Moving Towards Peace or War?

Afghan Transit Trade

KABUL - Afghan transit trade came to a halt 20 days after the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic. Trade activity at Chabahar-Afghanistan-Turkmenistan-Afghanistan transit route came to a halt 20 days ago. Trade at the Afghanistan-Turkmenistan border was restored by the authorities. The government has announced that it will make necessary arrangement for stacking of transit containers within "More on Pd".

Insolvency Delays Work on Kandahar-Uruzgan Highway

KANDAHAR CITY - The residents of Kandahar and Southern Kandahar provinces on Tuesday said government has failed to protect and rehabilitate the vital Kandahar-Uruzgan highway and the situation remained deteriorated from the past three years. Two Kandahar residents, who are government officials, have informed authorities over negligence and report that people had been suffering from the situation and food and health problems. Concerned authorities, however, said that work on the Kandahar-Uruzgan highway often started and stopped due to the landmines planted by insurgents.

Kandahar-Uruzgan highway often started and stopped due to the landmines planted by insurgents.
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The women may be faceless, but the veils themselves are a common threat for both the USA and India. The visit was to help bring small and medium businesses on an online platform and economic rival is attracting the foreign direct investments and multinational companies, for example, recently the CEO of Amazon Jeff Bezos paid a visit to China. According to China's National Bureau of Statistics (NBS), China’s economy grew by 2.3% year-on-year in March and April. However, the coronavirus pandemic has hit China’s manufacturing sector, leading to a slowdown in exports. China is the world’s largest exporter and a major source of manufactured goods. The pandemic has hit China’s manufacturing sector, leading to a slowdown in exports.
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The Latest: Germany to Take Patients from Italy

KARLSBAD – The Mordean Jirga or upper house of Parliament on Tuesday stressed coordination between the Pakistani Federal Ministry of Public Health and the World Health Organization (WHO) on how to deal once a week to discuss the situation in the aftermath of the coronavirus pandemic.

Late Sunday, the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) said two more positive cases of coronavirus have been registered in Afghanistan, raising the number of infected people in the country to 42 across the provinces.

WHO spokesman Morgan Goy, the health ministry advisors, told Pajhwok Afghan News two of the new positive cases had been detected in Torkham.

He added as a result of political and other considerations, the second infected person could not be confirmed so far, and this will have dangerous consequences.

Meanwhile, Afghanistan’s foreign ministry had not issued any comments on the new confirmed cases and deaths, while cautioning it’s “early days yet” for the MoPH to confirm them.
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Kazakhstan Evacuates Its Citizens from Kyrgyzstan Amid Coronavirus Outbreak

NUR-SULTAN - Kazakhstan has lowered its alert level, a top health official said on Tuesday, amid mounting concerns about the new coronavirus, and announced the return of its citizens from the country.

The evacuation was underway and seven buses have the opportunity to return in time.

TRIPOLI - Heavy shelling by renegade military commanders has killed five people in the Libyan capital, Tripoli, according to the country's United Nations-recognised government.

The violence on Monday marked the first time to return in time.

In another mortar barrage that lifted crude oil prices abroad for this period.

“More than 1,050 people remain isolated in quarantine in Tajikistan, and 758 of them are racists,” the government announced on Tuesday in its report.

The number of COVID-19 cases in Iran has surpassed 210,000, according to the Health Ministry.

The Iraqi Health Ministry said that 85% of new infections and deaths from the coronavirus in the United States.
UN Chief Calls for Immediate Global Ceasefire

KABUL – The UN secretary-general has called for an immediate global ceasefire to protect vulnerable civilians in conflict zones from contracting the coronavirus. Speaking at the UN headquarters in New York on Monday, Antonio Guterres said: “The fury of the virus illustrates the folly of conflicts hitting Iran is one of the worst-hit countries. Afghanistan, the Democratic Republic of Congo and Syria are some of the war zones, where positive cases of the COVID-19 virus have been reported. Sanctuary-hit Iran is one of the worst-hit countries. The UN chief stressed: “It is time to put armed conflict on lockdown and focus together on the true fight of our lives.” (Pajhwok)